FAMILY Vacation — The Up & Down Journey
We are a family. The gospel is a deep and wide reservoir of riches (Ephesians 3:8). Community, or the
creation of a new family, is one prime part of these riches. When God saves you, the good news is that
He becomes your perfect Father. He adopts you and makes you His own. He pledges and promises that
He will work for your eternal good every minute of every day for the rest of time. But God doesn’t just
become a good Father, he also gives us a new family, called the church. As you read about the church in
the New Testament, various metaphors are used to describe the church (body, temple, bride). But the
dominant metaphor for the church is family or the household of God. In light of God making us his sons
and daughters and placing us within his family, we want to grow practically into what God has made us
positionally.

THE JOURNEY: The line represents the journey of any church becoming practically (a family) what God
has made the positionally (a family). Family mountain is when there is no pretense or pretending, people
are 100% known (strengths and weaknesses). But that journey takes these very predictable turns.
INTERESTING: This is the starting point. It’s when you look across a room and see a person that’s
interesting enough to take a step toward getting to know.
COOL: This is step two. As you take the few first steps toward them, the intrigue builds. When their name
comes up in your mind it’s associated with really good thoughts (they are wise, insightful, nice, etc). And
this leads to…
AWESOME HILL: Awesome hill is when we’ve actually taken several steps toward them, them toward us,
and a friendship is starting to form. We like them, they like us. But here’s the problem with awesome hill,
our friendship is still very superficial. We just know the parts of them that they’ve allowed us to know.
We’ve seen their best characteristics, but we’ve been hidden from their worst. For the journey toward
family mountain to continue, the next breathtaking turn has to occur.
CRUDDY VALLEY: Cruddy valley is the moment in a friendship where we see that this person is not just
a nice, wise, insightful, fun person. They are also a self-centered, self-exalting, self-seeking jerk! At this
moment we’ve fallen into cruddy valley. Now think about the person sitting at the front of the path looking
down the road ahead. It would seem that family mountain is just one small step from awesome hill. From
the front of the path, it’s impossible to see the cliff and the fall into cruddy valley. But consider this point,
falling into cruddy valley is absolutely necessary to get to family mountain.
FAMILY MOUNTAIN: It’s only after falling into cruddy valley (where the worst of people is seen) that the
climb up to family mountain can begin.
THE DISCONNECT IN CHURCHES: There is a reason most churches do not have rich community.
Almost every relationship in the church is on awesome hill rather than family mountain. The disconnect
happens when people fall off the cliff and land in cruddy valley. At that point, most people disengage with
the person who pulled them over the cliff. Rather than walking with them through cruddy valley and
starting the climb up family mountain, they short-circuit the process as they find another person who’s
interesting to start the journey over with.
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